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Our mission
ERuDeF is a Cameroonian 
leading conservation 
non-profit organization 
dedicated to saving rainforests, 
conserving species and
 impacting lives.
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welcome On-board
Chairman, Eric Akemnda

The year 2021 like 2020 was very challenging 
for us, but we continued the implementation of 
our programs and projects with much 
optimism.

The COVID-19 pandemic and the Anglophone crisis in Cam-
eroon continued to affect our activities negatively. Like last 
year, we meandered through these crises, and here we are 
in another new year that looks promising. The rollout of the 
COVID-19 vaccine and the opening up of countries gives us 
much optimism that everything will get back on course. 

We made significant progress in the implementation of our 
projects. In Western Cameroon, we continued our commit-
ment to restoring the Mount Bamboutos ecosystem. We also 
ended the pilot phase of the Mount Bamboutos Initiative, 
launched in 2018. 

We further relaunched our work in the Tofala Hill Wildlife 
Sanctuary (THWS) with support from Thin Green Line Foun-
dation and African Conservation Foundation. The manage-
ment plan of the Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary was validated 
and signed. This is a big win for conservation given that the 
implementation of this plan will safeguard the 8087 ha forest 
of THWS and protect about 30 critically endangered Cross 
River Gorillas and 150 endangered Nigerian-Cameroon 
Chimpanzees. This is the first sanctuary to have a manage-
ment plan in Cameroon. 

In Eastern Cameroon, we launched a six-month project sup-
ported by COMIFAC- GEF-UNDP to support communities ad-
jacent to the Lobeke National Park suffering from the effects 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. We continued to strengthen our 
Corridor Conservation Initiative between the Deng Deng Na-
tional Park and Dja Biosphere Reserve.

Our more than 2 decades of existence have taught us a lot. 
Even amid a global crisis and local crises, we were still able 
to carry out our activities, though on a reduced scale. We will 
be celebrating our 25th anniversary with you, two years from 
now (2024) 

The milestones we achieved this year is thanks to the endless 
and selfless support we continue to receive from our part-
ners worldwide. Permit me to use this medium to thank all our 
partners, current and past. You have been very instrumental 
in our quest to save Cameroon’s endangered wildlife, restore 
degraded ecosystems and provide livelihoods to local com-
munities.  

Let me also use this opportunity to invite you all to join us 
again in 2022 as we strive to achieve even more than we did 
last year. We are going to Build Back Better together.
Happy reading

The milestones we achieved this year is thanks to the 
endless and selfless support we continue to receive from 
our partners worldwide. Permit me to use this medium to 
thank all our partners, current and past. You have been 
very instrumental in our quest to save Cameroon’s endan-
gered wildlife, restore degraded ecosystems and provide 
livelihoods to local communities.  “ 2021 Impact Report 3



Welcome to ERuDeF 
Impact Report
President/CEO, Louis Nkembi

The year 2021 was full of tribulations in the midst 
of reducing funding due to the global pandemic, 
COVID-19.  At ERuDeF, we continued to devel-
op new programmes despite the declining global 
funding. Our Lake Chad Restoration Programme 
(LCRP) was initiated alongside the Cameroon 
Freshwater Programme.

The ERuDeF University Institute of Applied Biodiversity Sciences 
(EUIABS) Project received a new boast as Cameroon’s Ministry 
of Higher Education approved its first Higher Institute of Applied 
Biodiversity Sciences (HIABS) while the Ministry of Employment 
and Vocational Training approved the Vocational Training Institute 
of Applied Biodiversity Management (VTIABM). The third project of 
EUIABS, the Postgraduate Research School (PgRS) will also be 
in the light of the day by 2022. The PgRS in partnership with the 
Ministry of Scientific Research and Innovation (MINRESI) will train 
certified Junior Research Managers through its 12 specialised 
research Centres.

Our Islands Biodiversity Programme in the Gulf of Guinea was 
also Initiated with the development of the Cameroon component 
off the coast of Littoral, Cameroon. This Programme will extend to 
include Equatorial Guinea and Sao Tome and Principe.

The Cameroon Community Rangers (CaCoR) Programme was 
launched with the Lebialem Highlands being the pilot site. Sup-
port came in from the Thin Green Line Foundation. The CaCoR 
Programme seeks to support and reinforce protected area man-
agement in Cameroon humanitarian crises in Cameroon. The pro-
gramme will extend to the Mount Cameroon National Park, Deng 
Deng National Park and Lobeke National Park

The ERuDeF Media Division was born with the launching of a new 
product, The Protected Areas Magazine (of Cameroon). The Pro-
tected Areas Magazine seeks to bring support to the growth of 
ecotourism especially around Protected Areas in Cameroon and 
beyond.

Our work around Protected areas will continue to extend as new 
ones are being created and old ones strengthened in Western, 
Eastern and Northern Cameroon. 

We remain grateful to the government of Cameroon, all our local, 
national and global partners who made ERuDeF continue to grow 
amid all the national and global humanitarian crises. We invite all 
our partners to continue to stand by us. We equally welcome the 
new ones.

We remain grateful to the government of Cam-
eroon, all our local, national and global partners 
who made ERuDeF continue to grow amid all 
the national and global humanitarian crises. We 
invite all our partners to continue to stand by us. 
We equally welcome the new ones.“ 2021 Impact Report 4



UN Decade on Ecosystem 
Restoration
We are also involved

2021 has been the most defining year as humanity continue 
to proffer solutions to end the effects of climate change and 
other environmentally related problems. The launching of the 
UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration gives the whole world 
the direction and a more focused commitment to normalize 
our relationship with mother earth and fix what has caused the 
present disfunction. 

By restoring our planet’s imperilled ecosystem, we are sure 
to guarantee a better future for the present and generations 
yet to come. A global problem necessitates a global response. 
Launching this great initiative is one thing but making sure that 
the commitments taken at the global as well as local levels to 
combat ecosystem destruction and all its accompanying 
effects are fully executed. 

Like the rest of the world, Cameroon has had its fair share of 
the effects of ecosystem destruction which has come in the 
form of extreme weather conditions, frequent floods, desertifi-
cation and a host of others. Cameroon is a signatory to inter-
national conventions to fight these ecosystem destruction re-
lated problems like the United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification and Drought. These International conventions 
are aided by home designed solutions to solve these prob-
lems. Alongside the government of Cameroon, international 
and local environmental NGOs have been instrumental in ad-
dressing these problems

In 2018, ERuDeF launched one of the most ambitious resto-
rations projects to restore 35000ha of the degraded Mount 

Bamboutos ecosystem through the planting of 15 million trees 
in 15-years. In line with the UN Decade on Ecosystem Res-
toration, ERuDeF also launched the “300 million tree Cam-
paign” to restore degraded landscapes in Cameroon and the 
Central African Sub-region in 2021 to run for 15 years. We are 
bringing every stakeholder onboard ranging from traditional 
rulers, women and youth leaders, municipal authorities, gov-
ernment authorities and international partners to accompany 
us through this journey.

“We are concerned and worried given the continuous degra-
dation of key ecosystems in Cameroon and the world at large. 
We have to take decisive actions to reverse this situation. ER-
uDeF will continue to collaborate with international as well as 
local players in perusing everlasting solutions to these prob-
lems. The support we have received so far from our partners 
all over the world to restore the Mount Bamboutos ecosystem 
tells me that we can solve these environmental issues through 
concerted effort. We hope to receive more support from all 
our partners as we expand our scope beyond the Cameroon 
borders”, the President/CEO of ERuDeF is quoted as saying. 

The COP 26 Summit in Glasgow, Scotland was also another 
defining summit as we continue to find solutions to climate 
change. The outcome document calls on 197 countries to re-
port their progress towards more climate ambition in 2022. 
The outcome also firms up the global agreement to accelerate 
action on climate this decade. We at ERuDeF call on coun-
tries all over the world to take practical steps in implementing 
these resolutions.

A section of the degraded 
Mount Bamboutos landscape, 
Western Cameroon.
Picture: ERuDeF
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Our Geographical scope
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1 Western Cameroon 
• Ecosystem Restoration Initiative
• Nlonako-Muanenguba Mountains 
        Amphibians Initiative 
• Bamenda Highlands Chimpanzee Initiative
• The PINESMAP BPCE project
• Lebialem Highlands Initiative 
• SUFACHAC project 

2 Eastern Cameroon 
• Deng Deng-Dja Conservation Corridor 
• Southeast Cameroon Indigenous Project  

3 Northern Cameroon 
• Mandara Mountains Initiative. 
• Adamawa Plateau Ecosystem Restoration 
        Initiative
• Tchabal Mabo–Ghasaka-Ngumti Trans-frontier 

Conservation Project
• The Lake Chad Restoration Initiative 

4 Cameroon-Wide
• Large Landscapes Conservation Programme
• Access and Benefit Sharing Initiative
• Cameroon Environmental Education Initiative
• Eco-tourism Support Project for Protected 
        Area Management 
• Freshwater Programme 

5 Cameroon and Central Africa
• ERuDeF University Institute of Applied 
        Biodiversity Sciences in Buea.
• Alliance for Great Apes Conservation in 
       Central Africa
• The Islands Biodiversity Programme 
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The Cameroon Country Programme for the Environment and Rural 
Development Foundation (ERuDeF) is geographically located in the 
four areas: 

1) Western Cameroon 
2) Eastern Cameroon 
3) Northern Cameroon 
4) Southern Cameroon

The Western Cameroon Programme with its head office in 
Dschang includes all projects in the West, Northwest, Southwest 
and Littoral Regions of Cameroon. Key landscapes here include 
but are not limited to the Lebialem Highlands, Mount Bamboutos, 

Nlonako-Muanenguba Mountains, Santchou Wildlife Reserve and 
Bamenda Highlands. The Northern Cameroon Programme in-
cludes all the projects in the Adamawa, North and Far North Re-
gions of Cameroon with its base in Ngaoundere. Key landscapes 
here include but are not limited to: the Mandara Mountains, Adama-
wa plateau, Tchabal Mabo Mountains and Lake Chad.  The East-
ern Cameroon Programme regroups all the projects in the East-
ern Region of Cameroon with its base in Bertoua. This programme 
covers key biodiversity hotspots like the Deng Deng National Park, 
Dja Biosphere Reserve, and Lobeke National Park. The Southern 
Cameroon Programme includes all the projects in the Center and 
South Regions. It covers key biodiversity hotspots such as the Cam-
po Ma-an National Park and Tonga Hills.

Cameroon Country Programme

Western Cameroon Programme

Southern Cameroon Programme

Eastern Cameroon Programme
Northern Cameroon Programme
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Why ERuDeF Stands out 
(1999-2021)

-45+critically endangered Cross River Gorillas 
-1000+ Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees
-100+ vulnerable African Elephants
-100+ species of Amphibians 
-600+ Western Lowland Gorillas
-1000+ Central Chimpanzees
-13000+ Microbellinia bisulcata
-Hundreds of threatened birds species,flora, fauna species in ecosystem
 being protected

605,906 ha secured for wildlife 
94 projects implemented 
87.4% of global revenue directed into field programmes. 
8 million People benefiting indirectly from 
ERuDeF’s work and thousands of Baka pygmies
2500+ women benefiting from ERuDeF’s projects
650,000 youths benefiting from ERuDeF’s projects
45,000 internally displaced people benefiting from 
ERuDeF’s Humanitarian Assistance
12,900,000 trees planted, benefiting 500,000 hectares 
of degraded landscapes 
212 schools supported, reaching out to 17100 students
Scholarships given to 216 needy students in primary 
and secondary schools 
400+ students trained at the ERuDeF University Institute 

Species benefiting from our projects 
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Take a breathe and discover
 our Hero

94 projects implemented 

Mr Fotso Jean, 62, is one of the oldest and most committed staff ERuDeF has ever had. An easy-going father who pays particular attention 
to details, Mr Fotso was a teacher to all ERuDeF staff as well as a student, always hungry to discover something new. Despite his old age, 
Pere Fotso spent most of his entire time with ERuDeF as a field-based staff, a grafting and marcotting technician in Western Cameroon. 
Fluent in both English and French, Pere Fotso worked easily in both Anglophone and Francophone regions of Cameroon where ERuDeF 
Agroforestry and Forest Gardens projects were running at the time. Quizzed on how he can assess his stay with ERuDeF, Pere Fotso has 
this to say; “I am so happy to have been part of ERuDeF for 14 years. Working as a grafting and marcotting technician with ERuDeF was a 
dream come true. I feel so fulfilled given the assistance I have given to farmers on how to increase their crop yields through the Agroforestry 
and forest gardens methods”. He continued “if wishes were horses, I would have loved to work with ERuDeF for the rest of my life”. Aside 
from his retirement benefits, ERuDeF supported Pierre Fotso to start up a piggery that will keep him occupied as he enjoys his retirement 
life. Mr Fotso was retired in 2021.

“We would have loved to keep Mr Fotso as our staff forever, but we had to let him go and enjoy his retirement. His dedication and work ethic 
moved me. Mr Fotso has no doubt written his name in the golden books of ERuDeF”, the President/CEO of ERuDeF is quoted as saying.

Mr Fotso Jean doing a presentation in front of ERuDeF staff

 I am so happy to have been part of ERuDeF 
for 14 years. Working as a grafting and 
marcotting technician with ERuDeF was a 
dream come true. I feel so fulfilled given the 
assistance I have given to farmers on how to 
increase their crop yields through the Agrofor-
estry and forest gardens methods”

“
Fotso Jean 
preparing Raffia 
seedlings for the 
farm 
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Our 15-year Initiative 
1) The Deng-Deng-Dja Conservation Corridor
This conservation corridor is part of the cross-country ecological cor-
ridors. It seeks to facilitate wildlife migration from Deng-Deng 
National Park to Dja Biosphere Reserve in Eastern Cameroon. A 
component of this project, the Deng-Deng National Park-Belabo 
Council Forest Corridor Project was launched in June 2020 with sup-
port from World Land Trust. This project seeks to preserve quality 
habitat between the Deng-Deng National Park and Belabo Council 
Forest to ease migration of the western lowland gorillas and other 
threatened species through the establishment of a 10,000ha conser-
vation corridor. 

2) Lebialem Highlands, Cameroon
 It was Created in 2014 as the first protected area in the Lebliaem 
Highlands with the facilitation of ERuDeF. With the support from 
Rainforest Trust, its management plan that was launched in 2016 
was completed in 2019. This management plan has been validated 
by the Cameroon government. Rainforest Trust is also supporting 
community and government rangers to maintain law enforcement. 
Also, with support from Thin Green Line Foundation, ERuDeF is 
supporting community rangers to conduct forests surveillance and 
monitoring to protect cross river gorillas and the Nigeria-Cameroon 
Chimpanzee in the Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary (8160ha) 

3) Mt. Bamboutos Initiative, Western Cameroon. 
The Mount Bamboutos Initiative (MBI) was launched in 2018, with 
support from TreeSisters and Darwin Initiative, UK. The MBI is the 
leading tree planting initiative in Cameroon jointly developed by ER-
uDeF and the International Tree Foundation. The project seeks to 
restore the biodiversity of the degraded Mount Bamboutos landscape 
through the planting of 15 million trees in 15 years while impacting 
the lives of about 30,000 local people and benefitting around 5 mil-
lion Cameroonians. Mt. Bamboutos hydrological system contributes 
about 20% towards the energy and water industries in Cameroon. 
With additional support from ECOSIA, we were able to plant 650,000 
native trees to restore about 1500ha of degraded Mount Bamboutos 
ranging from riparian forests, sacred forests etc.

4) Njoagwi Fotabong III-Essoh Attah Wildlife Sanctu-
ary Project, Lebialem Highlands, Cameroon
This project seeks to create a wildlife sanctuary to support the 
conservation of chimpanzees, elephants and gorillas. It started 
in 2013 with support from Tusk Trust and continued in 2016 with 
support from Rainforest Trust. This proposed wildlife sanctuary 
has a population of over 300 Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees, 
over 100 African Forest elephants and an unknown population 
of cross river gorillas.
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5) The Santchou Wildlife Reserve, 
Western Cameroon.
 The Santchou Wildlife Reserve was created in 1947. It is the most 
mid-western location of the African forest elephants and the black 
buffaloes in Cameroon. The 7000ha game reserve together with the 
12000ha forest reserve of Metchie will form the proposed National 
Park for elephant conservation. Within this reserve is the elephants’ 
lake which is a fertile ground for ecotourism and the study of elephant 
behaviour. Due to increase human pressure resulting from population 
growth, wildlife in this reserve continue to face serious threats reason 
why ERuDeF is working to upgrade this reserve into a National Park. 
In 2021, we conducted a diagnostic survey to determine the cause of 
the degradation of this landscape to provide workable solutions to it.. 

6) The Bamenda Highlands Chimpanzee Project
This region is partly affected by the ongoing Anglophone Crisis in 
Cameroon which has also negatively affected conservation. ER-
uDeF is currently focused on serving the last Chimpanzee ranges 
and frogs in the Bamenda Highlands. Its interest is in providing a 
management plan for the Kimbi-Fongum National Park, creating the 
Bafang–Benakuma Wildlife Sanctuary, creating the Northwest Chim-
panzee Corridor and developing the management plan for the Oku 
Plantlife Sanctuary.

7) Nlonako-Muanenguba Mountains Frog Project 
The world’s largest frog, the Goliath Frog, weighing about 13kg 
is found in this landscape. Due to increasing human pressure 
and the hunting of this frog, its population has been dropping 
drastically over the years. ERuDeF is working to create a 
5000ha Herpetological Sanctuary in Mount Muanenguba with sup-

port from UNEP/GEF to enhance the protection of this frog, other 
amphibians and reptiles. The Ekom Ekang Water Falls Amphibian 
Sanctuary (15000ha) still in this landscape is under development. 
The Biodiversity assessment of this landscape was conducted thanks 
to the support of the Helsinki Zoo and Rainforest Trust.

8) Tchabal–Mabo Mountains-Ghasaka – Ngumti 
Transfrontier Conservation Project. 
The focus of this project is the creation of the proposed Tchabal-Ma-
bo Mountains National Park and a series of community forests. The 
project will also collaborate with the neighbouring Ghasaka-Ngumti 
National Park in Nigeria to create a Transfrontier Conservation Pro-
gram to support the conservation of elephants, Baboons, Chimpan-
zees and large cats across the conservation area.

9) Lobeke Community Support Project
With funds from COMIFAC- GEF-UNDP, this project seeks to strength-
en the resilience of local communities affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic for the conservation of biodiversity in the Lobéké National 
Park. The capacity of 15 community groups was built to support sus-
tainable financing for conservation within the Lobéké National Park 
in 2021. 

Goliath frog in the  
Nlonako landscape 
Picture: ERuDeF
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10) The Adamawa Plateau Initiative (API)
The API seeks to restore and protect the degraded ecosystem of the 
Adamawa Plateau. The Adamawa Plateau is the principal watershed 
and water tower of Cameroon covering the water needs of over 15 
million Cameroonians and 60% of the water needs of Cameroon. 
Key river systems take their rise from here, notably Rivers Sanaga, 
Djerem, Mbam and Benoue. The Adamawa Plateau also holds about 
100 lakes. With this hydro potential, the plateau is undergoing an 
unprecedented degradation and may lose this ecological potential 
if very urgent measures are not put into place to redress the issue. 
As part of its 15-year plan, ERuDeF is doing groundwork with the 
government of Cameroon and partners to restore this degraded 
ecosystem through the planting of over 10 million trees and other 
landscape-based actions. Sustainable agricultural systems such as 
agroforestry will be introduced on this landscape to improve the food 
security and nutrition of locals. 

11) The Mandara Mountains Initiative (MMI) 
The Mandara Mountains hydrological system supplies nearly 80% of 
the water entering Lake Chad. It constitutes the third most important 
hydrological basin in Cameroon after the Adamawa Plateau and the 
Mt. Bamboutos respectively. Together with the rivers from the Central 
African Republic, they supply 95% of the Lake Chad water needs. 
This hydrological system alongside Lake Chad feeds nearly 30 mil-
lion people from five countries (Cameroon, Nigeria, Chad and Cen-
tral African Republic.). Meanwhile, Lake Chad is at its highest peak 
of drying off in the last 25 years. The hydrological system that feeds 
Lake Chad is at its highest rate of degradation. The launching of the 
MMI will certainly provide the most urgent and timely solutions to this 
perennial problem of the drying off of Lake Chad. The MMI project 

would in the next 15 years plant over 15 million trees to restore the 
degraded hydrological system of Lake Chad 

12. The Bakassi Project
This project seeks to develop and support the integral management 
of the Bakassi area in Southwest Cameroon to conserve the Man-
grove and the marine ecosystem. This project funded by UNEP/GEF 
seeks to create a marine national park and conserve parts of the 
island biodiversity. This will safeguard about 200,000 ha of mangrove 
and marine ecosystem. 

13) Tofala-Mone Corridor Project, 
Lebialem Highlands Cameroon 
This project was initiated in 2016 with support from Waterloo Foun-
dation, Global Forest Watch and African Conservation Foundation. 
The project finally came to fruition in 2019 with the creation of four 
community forests totalling a surface area of 20,000ha. The project 
succeeded to create a genetic corridor linking the great apes of the 
Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary and the Takamanda-Mone landscape..

A section of Bakassi coastline
Picture: VOA 
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14. Cameroon Environmental Education 
Initiative (CEEI). 
The CEEI was originally developed and tested in the Libialem High-
lands from 2004 through 2016. The experience and model developed 
in the Libialem Highlands is helping us to develop a Cameroon Envi-
ronmental Education Initiative (CEEI). Together with Transformative 
Earth and Cross River Gorilla Project UK, ERuDeF is implementing 
an innovative CEEI based on tested models in Cameroon and poten-
tially other African countries. ERuDeF is piloting an environmental 
education program in Government Bilingual High School, Belabo 
in the East Region of Cameroon with support from Transformative 
Earth and International Support Network for African Development.

15) Access and Benefit Sharing 
Initiatives (ABS). 
The ABS Initiative was launched in 2012 in the Libialem Highlands of 
Cameroon. This project helps to facilitate the equitable distribution of 
benefits resulting from the exploitation of natural resources. The Leb-
ialem Highlands ABS project has been focusing on the management 
of the Echinops giganteus and the Mondia whitei plant species with 
the support of the French company, V Mane Fils. 

16) Ecotourism Support Project for Protected 
Area Management. 
This project seeks to support the management of protect-
ed areas through the promotion of ecotourism. ERuDeF 
is piloting an ecotourism project in Eastern Cameroon to 
support the effective management of the Deng Deng Na-
tional Park and the Dja Biosphere Reserve

17) The Forest Gardens Program
From the Southwest, Litoral, West and Northwest Re-
gions of Cameroon, within the Western Cameroon Bio-
diversity Initiative, ERuDeF with support from local and 
international partners is assisting smallholder farmers to 
establish Forest Gardens. The Forest Gardens project 
seeks to increase food security and nutrition, raise in-
comes and profits and increase environmental protection. 

18) Freshwater and marine Initiative 
This is a Cameroon wide initiative that cuts across different land-
scapes. The goal is to ensure the conservation of threatened fresh-
water and marine biodiversity, promote socio-economic development 
and ensure sustainable use of freshwater and marine resources. 

Tourists in the Tofala Hill 
Wildlife Sanctuary

Mondia whitei roots, 
Picture: ERuDeF
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19) The Cameroon Biodiversity in Crisis Fund
This fund seeks to support conservation activities that have almost 
come to a halt in some parts of Cameroon as a result of crises rang-
ing from the Anglophone Crisis in Western Cameroon, the Boko Ha-
ram Crisis in Northern Cameroon and the Seleka Rebel incursion 
in Eastern Cameroon. This fund will also support the resettlement 
of internally displaced persons that are currently seeking refuge in 
protected areas in these crisis-affected regions. 

20). ERuDeF University Institute of 
Applied Biodiversity Sciences
Created in 2012, the ERuDeF university Institute of Applied Biodiver-
sity Sciences (EUIABS) seeks to train the next generation of conser-
vation leaders in Cameroon in particular and Africa in general. It is 
the leading provider of applied research and grants-based university 
with a focus on technological and innovative leadership and entrepre-
neurial education in Africa. This university offers professional training 
in leadership, biodiversity management, fundraising development, 
philanthropy and non-profit management. This university underwent 
restructuring in 2021 with three schools emerging: Higher Institute of 
Applied Biodiversity Sciences (HIABS), Vocational Training Institute 
of Applied Biodiversity Management (VITIABM) and Postgraduate 

Research School (PgRS)

21)  Alliance for Great Apes Conservation 
in Central Africa 
Created in 2016, the Alliance regroups national organizations in-
volved in great apes conservation in Central Africa. ERuDeF in col-
laboration with the African Conservation Foundation will train and 
build capacities of the members involved in the Alliance as well as 
support their conservation actions.

Apply Now 

Cross River Gorilla
Picture: IUCN

www.erudefinstitute.org
info@erudefinstitute.org

Donate 

In your opinion, what was the big-
gest conservation challenge of 
2021 and how can we overcome 
this challenge in 2022
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Looking at the big picture
Conservation Programme 
The Department of Conservation seeks to safeguard globally threatened species through protected 
areas and corridor management. During the year 2021, several projects were implemented in different 
landscapes. Some of the immediate and projected impacts of these projects are as follows:

1.  Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary (THWS)
Management Plan 
The development of the management plan of THWS was 
launched in 2016 with support from Rainforest Trust. The manage-
ment plan was completed in 2019. It was officially approved and 
signed in 2021 by the government  of Cameroon. The implementation 
of this plan will safeguard the 8087 ha forest of THWS and protect 
at least 30 critically endangered Cross River gorillas and 150 endan-
gered Nigerian-Cameroon Chimpanzees.

2.  Deng Deng-Belabo Council Forest Conservation 
Corridor Project 
Launched in 2020 with support from World Land Trust, this project 
seeks to ensure genetic connectivity of threatened wildlife species 
including the endangered western lowland gorilla, endangered cen-
tral chimpanzee and African forest elephant through the creation and 
management of two community forests (KEPOL and KEBO). In 2021, 
we legalized and enhanced two forest management institutions. The 
provisional management agreement for KEPOL community forest, 
measuring about 2406ha was signed by the Minister of Forestry 
and Wildlife. The signing of the provisional management agreement 
marked the legal protection of the KEPOL community forest. This 
will safeguard this community forest block from unsustainable human 
activities such as illegal logging, agriculture, poaching etc. It will lead 
to a reduction in CO2 emissions from deforestation and improvement 
in forest health. It will ensure genetic connectivity of the threatened 
wildlife species thereby contributing to an increase in the biodiver-
sity of the area. The creation of this community forest also entails 
the economic development of the local communities. Thus, this will 
lead to an increase in the household income for over 1000 local and 
indigenous people and improve on their living conditions through the 
sustainable management of forest resources.   

Through biological surveys, we  recorded a number of species in-
cluding silver back gorillas and pangolins.

3. Lobeke Community Support Project 
With funds from COMIFAC- GEF-UNDP, this project seeks to strength-
en the resilience of local communities affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic for the conservation of biodiversity in the Lobéké National 
Park. In 2021, we strengthened the capacity of 15 community groups 
in 12 communities to support sustainable financing for conservation 
within the Lobéké National Park. About 1000 local/indigenous people 
were sensitized and supported to eradicate the COVID 19 pandemic. 
This has curbed the spread of the disease in that area as they are 
now aware of and are respecting COVID-19 barrier measures. The 
respect of the barrier measures will reduce the mortality rate from the 
pandemic and stamp out the virus in the area. 

Fifteen income-generating activities were operationalized through 15 
community groups impacting the lives of over 600 local/indigenous 

Nigeria-Cameroon 
Chimpanzee caught 
on Camera trap 
in the Tofala Hill 
Wildlife Sanctuary
Picture: Nkemkedju 
Andreas

“I am so happy with the 
coming of this project because 
it would not only help in 
protecting our biodiversity but 
increase our knowledge on 
conserving especially endan-
gered species. I am particular-
ly happy given the creation of 
the KEPOL community forest. 
This is a milestone as we 
strive to secure a better future 
for wildlife”, Kassala Jean 
Roger, Paramount Chief of 
Deng Deng
Picture: Atembeh Lordfred 

Silver Back Gorilla 
captured by a 
Camera trap in the 
proposed KEBO 
Community Forest
Picture:ERuDeF
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people. These have created employment leading to a reduction in 
the country’s unemployment rate; and consequently, an increase in 
household income. The project has also led to improved health facil-
ities for over 10,000 people.

Mr. Aka’a is the adviser of one of the associations, (DJENAMENO) 
supported by the project. He is very happy with the support his organ-
isation received from the project. DJENAMENO association mem-
bers were supported to cultivate corn and the result is impressive. 
“thanks to the support we received, my harvest this year has im-
proved substantially”, Mr. Aka’a said as he shows off bags full of corn

4.Cameroon Community Rangers Programme. 
This project was re-launched in 2021 with support from the Thin 
Green Line Foundation and ACF. The capacity of 6 community rang-
ers (60 % women) was strengthened to conduct research and mon-
itoring. The rangers were recruited and are now receiving a monthly 
stipend. This has led to an increase in their income enabling them to 

send back their children to school, gain access to health facilities and 
increase in their living conditions. Thanks to the research and wildlife 
monitoring in the Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary using 30 camera traps 
and other research methods, about 151 Nigeria-Cameroon chimpan-
zees and 28 CRG were recorded. This re-confirmed the presence of 
these species in the sanctuary and hence the need for its continuous 
protection.

Nkwetaji Celine, 26, is one of the rangers doing biomonitoring in the 
Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary. She is the youngest amongst the rang-
ers trained. The mother of 3 is so enthusiastic about being a ranger 
and spending most of her time in the forest protecting wildlife in the 
Tofala Hill Wildlife. “I have never imagined being a ranger but my 
love for wildlife pushed me to become one. I am very happy with the 
training I received from ERuDeF on biomonitoring. Not only that, the 
salary I receive every month as a ranger is helping me to a great deal 
as I can afford basic needs with ease” Celine said, as she plants a 
camera trap on a tree.

5. PINESMAP-BPCE - Participative Integrated Ecosystem 
Services Management Plan for Bakassi Post Conflict 
Ecosystem.
This project was launched in 2017 with support from UNEP/GEF 
and the government of Cameroon. It seeks to ensure biodiversity 
conservation and ecosystem services management through an inte-
grated ecosystem services management plan including ecosystem 
valuation. Implementation of the project will continue in 2022. This 
will safeguard about 200,000 ha of mangrove and marine ecosystem. 
Consequently, it will lead to an increase in marine biodiversity, water 
quality, reduction in CO2 emission, and protection of the coastal zone 
from high tides and floods.

“I want to first of all thank COMIFAC/GEF UNDP, for stretching 
their hands through ERuDeF to support us. We have terribly been 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks to support from 
this project, our health centre has been well equipped to help us 
contain the virus and other diseases. Health is above everything 
and we grateful that our health is guaranteed with coming of this 
project” Kato Pauline, a Baka, residing at Mambele

Supporting WHCS at Mambele 
in soap and detergent produc-
tion/commercialisation

Picture:
Elomo 
Lylianne

Cold Store material to support 
CODELAV group of Lavie 
village Picture: Elomo Lylianne

Mr. Aka’a beside 
bags full  of corn
Picture: Elomo 
Lylianne

Nkwetaji Celine 
planting a cam-
era trap
Picture: ERuDeF
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6. SUFACHAC- Sustainable Farming and Critical Habitat 
Conservation to mainstream biodiversity and 
protected area management effectiveness in Western 
Cameroon.

 This project was launched in 2017 with support from UNEP/GEF 
and the government of Cameroon. The project seeks to strength-
en the effectiveness of protected area management in western 
Cameroon. Implementation of the project will continue in 2022 with 
the validation of the gazettement proposal of Mount Kupe, training 
of Village Forest Management Committees and local groups around 
the Bakossi National Park, Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary and Bayang 
Mbo Wildlife Sanctuary on business plan development, wildlife 
monitoring, and reporting of forest resources in order to safeguard 
the threatened wildlife species  in the mentioned protected areas. 

This includes but not limited to cross river gorillas and Nigeria-Cam-
eroon Chimpanzee.The gazettement of Mount Kupe will safeguard 
5379 ha of the montane forest and protect the endangered chimps, 
endemic Mount Kupe Bush-Shrike etc. Building the capacity of 
the Village Forest Management Committee members will enhance 
the sustainable management of these wildlife habitats leading to 
increase biodiversity.

Picture: PeakVisor

Mangrove in Bakassi
Picture: Green Vision 
Newspaper 

Join ERuDeF in SAVING
the Goliath Frog in the 
Nlonako- Muaneguba 
Mountains 
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The programme seeks to restore 3 million hectares of degraded lands including areas in and around 
protected areas and riparian forests. The following projects were implemented during the year 2021

Forestry Programme

Mount Bamboutos Initiative: Restoring the 
biodiversity and ecosystem functions of the degraded 
Mount Bamboutos Landscape
This initiative seeks to restore 35000 ha of the Mount Bamboutos 
landscape with the planting of 15 million trees in 15 years while im-
pacting the lives of about 30,000 local people.

In 2021, Mount Bamboutos Initiative received support from 
ECOSIA. The ECOSIA funded project seeks to protect and restore 
over 1500 hectares of degraded riparian forests, sacred forests and 
water catchments by planting and catering for 700,000 native trees. 
The project was launched in February 2021. The final and annual tar-
get was to plant and cater for 700,000 native trees in order to protect 
and restore over 1500 hectares of degraded riparian forests, sacred 
forests and water catchments by December 2021. Key achievements 
of the ECOSIA funded stream of this project include:

1. Sensitization and Awareness 
Over 750 people (48 % women) in and around the Bamboutos Moun-
tains are now aware of the urgent need to restore the degraded mount 
Bamboutos landscape. Community members are increasingly being 
conscious of the negative effects of the degradation of the landscape 
and the need to change some of their destructive practices. 

The project has changed the mindset of over  500 farmers (31.7% 
women) about the importance of riparian forests and sacred forests. 
They have started drafting local by-laws that will help protect over 
3000 ha of riparian and sacred forests in the landscape. They are 
now also aware of the drivers of deforestation of their sacred forests 
and have taken steps to eliminate some of the barriers by fencing 
them.

2) Tree planting in community lands
Approximately 2,000 hectares of degraded forest land (riparian for-
ests, sacred forests, water catchments and community forest lands) 
have  been reforested by planting over 650,000 native forest trees in Inhabitants of Bafou community pose 

for a picture after sensitization
Picture: Deh Nji Hermann 

“...this was evident 
during this year’s tree 
planting as over 1500 
men and women in the 
different communities, 
led by the Village 
Forest Management 
Committees, voluntarily 
took part in tree planting 
to restore their degraded 
forests. Communities 
planted over 650,000 
trees in water catch-
ments, riparian forests 
and sacred forests”
Deh Nji, 
Project Coordinator
Picture: Shuimo Trust 

Sensitization of 
Bororo community 
members in Bangang 
village, West Region
Picture: Deh Nji 
Hermann

A section of 
Planted sacred 
forest in…
Picture: Deh Nji 
Hermann
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Tree planting along a 
degraded riparian forest in 
Balatchi
Picture: Deh Nji Hermann 

the West, Northwest and Southwest regions. 

The tree cover of the project zone has significantly increased during 
this period, thanks to the growing of 650,000 native forest trees in de-
graded forest lands in the West, Northwest and Southwest regions. 
These have started the restoration of approximately 2000 hectares of 
designated community forest lands, sacred forests, riverine forests 
and water catchment areas that will lead to habitat protection and 
increased biodiversity. 
 

As these trees grow, they increasingly provide ecosystem benefits 
to the community (given that trees of all ages and shapes and siz-
es draw pollutants, sequester carbon from the air, and protect water 
quality while helping to manage storm water).
 

3. People and livelihoods
On the social point of view, the project gave employment to nine (9) 
community members as tree nursery attendants. This increased their 
household income, thus enabling them to have access to health, ed-
ucation etc. They were able to support the education of their children 
thanks to the project. Also, over 1500 people took part in tree planting 
activities. They received daily compensation which increased their 
income. This enabled them to improve on their living standards.   

MBI SW Project
It was a component of the MBI project funded by TreeSisters. The 
overall objective of the project was to restore at least 3000 hectares 
of degraded lands by planting at least 300,000 forest tree species 
in water catchments, riparian forests, community forests and sacred 
forests; and 200,000 agroforestry species on farms in the SW section 
of mount Bamboutos. The project target for 2021 was to restore de-
graded farm lands by planting 100,000 trees on farms.

1. Tree planting on farms
In 2021, approximately 1,000 hectares of farmlands in the SW sec-
tion of mount Bamboutos were enhanced through the planting of over 
70,000 agroforestry trees in 100 farmers’ fields. This adds to the over 
180,000 agroforestry trees planted in 2020. These trees are helping 
to increase soil fertility, and hence eventual increase in crop yield 
and household income. This will lead to food security and economic 
resilience in participant households.

 MBI Darwin Funded Project
It was a component of the MBI project funded by Darwin Initiative. The 
overall objective of the project was to restore at least 3000 hectares 
of degraded lands by planting at least 300,000 forest tree species 
in water catchments, riparian forests, community forests and sacred 
forests; and 200,000 agroforestry species on farms, and to build a 
consensus amongst stakeholders for participatory landuse planning 
and sustainable management of the mount Bamboutos landscape. 

Planted community land in 
Mesu, Bamelo, West Region
Picture: Deh Nji Hermann

“I have learned a lot serving 
as MBI nursery attendant in 
Menka village. Aside this, the 
monthly income I receive thanks 
to my services as a nursery 
attendant has greatly improve 
the standard of living of my 
family. I am very grateful and I 
will continue to put in my best 
to see this project go forward”. 
Ndikum Jonathan, (left) 
Nursery attendant for Menka 
village with Deh Nji Hermann, 
Coordinator of MBI in Menka 
village nursery
Picture: Shuimo Trust 

Planted 
Riparian Forest 
in M’mockmbie, 
Southwest Region
Picture: Shuimo 
Trust 
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Participatory land use planning
During the year 2021, two village level comprehensive land use plans 
for Bafou and Bangang villages were drawn and preliminarily signed 
by all stakeholders (farmers, women, mbororo, pastoralists, agro-in-
dustries, government agencies, civil society organizations, research 
institutions, municipal councils and traditional authorities) present. 
The land use planning has led to significant impacts in the project 
zone. It has led to practical land use zoning of areas suitable for set-
tlement, agro-industries, protection, grazing, agriculture and agrofor-
estry. This is evident in the effective delineation of sites for restoration 
(riparian forests, sacred forests, water catchment) during the 2021 
planting season.  
 
Communities have changed land use practices in areas allocated as 
protection zones. Approximately 50 ha of land previously used for ag-
riculture in the Kisu sacred forest in Menka has been brought under 

total protection with communities putting up a dead fence. 
 
Communities have set aside at least 10 m on both sides of the water 
bed of riverine forests, for protection. Though this is not sufficient 
compared to what the Cameroon law stipulates that 30m on both 
sides be kept aside for protection of water resources, however, it 
is significant impact giving that riparian strips are conflict zones be-
tween the state and the farmers.
 
Communities have started prohibiting agricultural activities in all 
catchment areas and have set them aside as total protection zones.
 
Thanks to the land use planning, there is a great reduction in conflicts 
between tree planters and farmers along riparian strips and water 
catchments. In the past years, most farmers would destroy trees 
planted along riparian strips. 

Supported farmer, 
touching Prunus africana 
in his farm
Picture: Shuimo Trust

Planted Riparian 
forest in Balatchi
Picture: Deh Nji 
Hermann

Supported farmer in 
Bafou village in her 
groforestry farm 
touching grafted 
Avocado tree
Picture: ShuimoTrust The land use planning system put in place 

thanks the MBI project is helping to eliminate 
a lot of conflicts common in the past. We now 
understand the importance of trees in our 
communities. Immense thanks to partners of 
the MBI

Manphou Christopher, Tranditional ruler, 
Bangang Community, West Region

“
Manphou 
Christopher
Picture: Shuimo Trust

Forestry Programme cont...
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1. Conservation of IUCN red-listed tree species of the 
Nlonako-Muanenguba Landscape
It is a potential project whose objective is to promote the conservation of 
Red listed tree species (Chassalia laikomensis (CR) and Acanthopale dece-
mpedalis (VU)) of the Nlonako-Muanenguba Landscape through enrichment 
planting and independent actions of the local communities. This will increase 
the population of these species in the landscape thereby preventing them 
from extinction. This will also lead to an increase in biodiversity, tree cover 
and eventually serve as carbon sinks.

2. Conservation of IUCN red-listed tree species of Mt. Cameroon
It is a project aimed at promoting the conservation of Microberlinia bisulcata 
in the Mt. Cameroon area by supporting sustainable management actions. 
This will increase the population of the species in the wild. It will prevent 
the species from going to extinction. This will also lead to an increase in 
biodiversity. The trees will prevent soil erosion and desertification. They will 
sequester carbon thereby mitigating climate change. The trees will help in-
crease water quantity and quality and provide raw materials for humans.

3.Community Forest Enterprise project
The objective of the project is to promote the engagement of local commu-
nities of Mt Cameroon in the sustainable management of natural resources 
through community forestry with livelihood intervention being an important 
component.The project will reduce deforestation & improve the environment. 
It will improve the social welfare of participating communities, and create 
economic resilience.

4.Mount Mbapit-Nkogham Landscape Ecosystem Restoration 
Initiative 
It is a potential project that seeks to restore the degraded landscape of the 
Mount Mbapit and Nkogham landscape in the Western High Plateau through 
the planting of 5,000,000 trees.This project will lead to the restoration of 
approximately 5000 hectares of the degraded landscape leading to habitat 
protection and increased biodiversity. The tree cover of the project zone will 
significantly increase. As these trees grow, they will draw pollutants, seques-

ter carbon from the air, and protect water quality while helping to manage 
stormwater.

5. Conservation of IUCN Red Listed tree species of Mt Oku-Bamenda 
Highlands
The objective is to promote the conservation of Red list trees (the critically 
endangered Newtonia camerunensis (CR) and Dactyladenia johnstonei) of 
the landscape through enrichment planting and independent actions of the 
local communities.This will increase the population of the species in the wild. 
It will prevent the species from going to extinction. This will also lead to an 
increase in biodiversity. The trees will prevent soil erosion and desertifica-
tion. They will sequester carbon thereby mitigating climate change. The trees 
will help increase water quantity and quality and provide raw materials for 
humans.

6.Mt Bamboutos Conservation of IUCN Red Listed tree species 
The objective is to promote the conservation of Red listed trees (Ternstro-
emia cameroonensis and Dombeya ledermani) of the landscape through en-
richment planting and independent actions of the local communities. This will 
increase the population of the species in the wild. It will prevent the species 
from going to extinction. This will lead to an increase in biodiversity. The trees 
will prevent soil erosion and desertification. They will also sequester carbon 
thereby mitigating climate change. The trees will help increase water quantity 
and quality and provide raw materials for humans.
           
7. Eastern Cameroon Forest governance project
The objective of this project is to strengthen collaboration in decentralized 
forest governance to reduce illegal logging and wildlife harvesting and trade 
in the Deng-Deng technical operational unit.The project will increase collabo-
ration in decentralized forest management amongst stakeholders. It will lead 
to a significant reduction in illegal logging and wildlife harvesting and trade. 
It will also ensure forest sustainability, fair decision making and equitable 
benefit of forest resources.

Impacts of Potential Projects

Teach our 
children how to 
love the 
environment
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Agriculture and Livelihoods Programme
This programme seeks to improve on food security, nutrition and income of resource-poor farmers 
through the restoration of degraded agricultural lands and optimization of smallholder farmers in and 
around protected areas and biodiversity hotspots to reduce significantly the human pressure on the 
fragile habitats and ecosystems for biodiversity conservation.

In 2021, the Department of Agriculture carried out a diagnostic survey 
in Western Cameroon. The survey was carried out in 5 landscapes: 
Mt. Bamboutos landscape, Nlonako-Muanenguba Mountains, 
Mbapit-Nkogham Mountains and the Santchou Wildlife Reserve. 
The goal of the survey was to assess the degradation of landscapes 
and the perceptions of the stakeholders towards the proposition of 
the Restoration Biodiversity Plan and Watersheds Protection Plan 
so as to develop the Western Cameroon Biodiversity Initiative while 
improving the livelihoods of the population. 

With regards to the Mt. Bamboutos landscape, the main objective 
was to assess the perceptions of stakeholders and the local commu-
nities towards the creation of the Mt. Bamboutos Watershed Protec-
tion Zone. During the survey, 73 stakeholders were interviewed with 
all of them expressing the need for intervention in this landscape.

For the Nlonako - Muanenguba Mountains, the main objective was to 
assess the perceptions of stakeholders and the local populations on 
species protection such as the Goliath Frog in Mt. Nlonako. Eighty-
two stakeholders including farmers, government officials, mayors, 
hunters interviewed,  appreciated the initiative of ERuDeF and prom-
ised to collaborate.

Concerning the Mt. Muanenguba, the main objective was to assess 
the perceptions of stakeholders towards the restoration and protec-
tion of watersheds. The 14 respondents (including farmers, govern-
ment officials, mayors, hunters) interviewed were all receptive to the 
initiative to create the Mt. Muanenguba Watershed Protection Zone.

As for the Mbapit-Nkogham Mountains, the main objective was also 
to assess perception of stakeholders towards the restoration and 
protection of watersheds of the Mbapit-Nkogham Mountains. During 
the survey, 34 respondents were interviewed (including farmers, gov-
ernment officials, mayors, hunters). The respondents interviewed all 
showed interest in the initiative to create Mbapit-Nkogham Water-
shed, Protection Zone.

At the Santchou Wildlife Reserve, the main objective was to assess 
the perception of indigenous populations on species protection and 
fauna in Santchou Reserve. Out of 16 respondents (Chief of Post for 
Forestry Santchou, farmers) interviewed, 15 respondents saluted the 

Picture: PeakVisor

Mt. Nlonako
Picture: Wikipedia 

Mt. Bamboutos
Picture: Green Vision Newspaper

Mbapit-Nkogham Mountains
Picture: Wikipedia
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initiative and expressed their willingness to collaborate/partner with 
ERuDeF to realize this plan.

Below are the opinions and remarks of some stakeholders: 

Majority (96.97 %) of the government officials interviewed were over-
whelmed with ERuDeF’s vision stating that these mountain areas 
have undergone severe degradation and disappearance of water 
bodies as well as biological diversity. They were also conscious of the 
level of development this initiative will bring to them if it materializes.

The Division Delegate of MINFOF for Haut-Nkam, Mt. Nlonako noted 
the need for government stakeholders to collaborate with NGOs to 
save the biodiversity of the area. “I have put in personal efforts to 
map out the area but I can’t do it alone” he said.

Rebecca Ndoung, 47, farmer in Nlonako indicated that she does 
not farm all year round due to water scarcity resulting from a lack of 
forests. “Anything that concern restoration brings water and water 
brings development. If our agricultural productivity increases to the 
level that we can sell much, there is bound to be an improvement in 
food security” Rebecca explained.

On their part,  Mbororos interviewed at the Muanenguba, Bambou-
tos and Mbapit-Nkogham Mountains were particularly interested as 
the coming of the project will reduce the rate at which streams dry 
off during the dry season and their cattle will not suffer from water 

scarcity. “The reduction in water volume and the complete drying up 
of others have deprived both the mborroros and cattle of water” Su-
leymanou Dewa, Chief of Mborroro, Mt. Muanenguba

Valentine, Divisional  
Delegate of Agriculture  
and Rural Development 
for Mungo Division 
Picture: Tengem Adeline 

Division Delegate of 
MINFOF Haut-Nkam and 
Nchindo Claris(left), Social 
Science officer , ERuDeF 
Picture: Doris Ngwe

Rebecca Ndoung in her farm
Picture: Tengem Adeline 

Mbororos in Bangang 
village, West Region 
Shuimo Trust

Suleymanou Dewa, Chief of Mborroro, 
Mt. Muanenguba (4th from the left)
Picture: Tengem Adeline 
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The Mbororo group in particular is anxious to see  the initiative mate-
rialise given that it will provide moisture for cattle pasture preventing 
the huge loss of cattle they encounter each year due to drought.

Forest Gardens Programme
With funding from Trees for the Future USA, ERuDeF introduced the 
Agroecology and Forest Gardens Programme in Western Cameroon 
to assist resource-poor farmers to optimize their outputs. It seeks to 
increase food security and income of resource-poor farmers through 
the restoration of degraded agricultural lands, as well as the integrat-
ed management of natural resources of the Cameroon Mountains 
ecosystems. 

Testimonies of beneficiaries 
Nitcheu Jean, 42, a native of Haut Nkam division in the West Region 
of Cameroon says the coming of Forest Garden and most especially 
the introduction of water sprinklers has turned things round in his 
farm. “I used to make at most 150.000 XAF from the sale of my farm 

produce but with the coming of the Forest Garden Programme my 
output has substantially increased. In 2021 alone, I made more than 
800.000XAF from the sale of my farm produce (watermelon, plantain, 
tomatoes and maize)”  Niteau Said with a broad smile on his face. 

Essoh Epoh 62, farmer at Ebone village in the Nlonako Muanenguba 
landscape testifies that if he can harvest today to the level of selling, 
it is thanks to the Forest Garden approach. He protects his farm with 
a life fence made up of Sesbania and acasia plants. He also plants 
fruit/medicinal trees (soursop, pineapple and orange), food crops like 
plantain, cassava, maize and vegetable species (sweet bitter leaf, 

cabbage, okra) which he harvests now mostly by command from 
traders and restaurants operators. “I now sell only sweet bitter leaf 
for 10.000XAF a month unlike before when it was never this fresh 
and the little harvested was meant only for household consumption”, 
he said.

Boudjoko Loiuse is also another beneficiary of the Forest Gardens 
Programme. When she joined the programme, she immediately di-
versified her farm which she principally cultivated only vegetables 
before the coming of the programme. Unlike before her farm has fruit 
trees, nitrogen-fixing trees and medicinal trees. “Each time I visit my 
farm, there is always something ready for me to harvest, this is unlike 
before,” Boudjoko Loiuse said as she points one of the plantains in 
her farm ready for harvest

Nitcheu Jean can’t hold 
his smile as he shows off 
crops in his farm
Picture:Tengem Adeline 

Nitcheu Jean standing 
beside his life fence 
Picture:Tengem 
Adeline

Boudjoko Loiuse, Forest 
Garden farmer in Babadjou, 
West Region of Cameroon 
in her Forest Gardens
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The Centre for the Advancement of Women’s Initiatives (CAWI) is a semi-autonomous unit of the En-
vironment and Rural Development Foundation. It was created in 2010 to support the ERuDeF Women 
and Gender programmes in Cameroon. CAWI is one of the leading women organizations in Cameroon 
engaged in sustainable development with a particular focus on women, gender and humanitarian issues

ERuDeF Centre for the Advancement 
of Women’s Initiatives

1. CAWI in the Mt. Bamboutos Initiative
With regards to the execution of the MBI, 500 women and 200 
youths were sensitised on the importance of gender in ecosystem 
restoration, their role in the MBI and the importance of women in 
tree planting.  Thanks to this sensitisation, more than 100 women 
and youths in each of the 6 villages were able to join the men in 

the management of nurseries and tree planting. These women have 
now known the importance of these trees to their community and 
their future generation as  Ma. Regina of Magha village affirms, “At 
first when we fell down trees, we didn’t know it had an effect on us 
and our biodiversity, but with today’s climate and extinction of some 
species we now know these trees are very important”. With the sup-
port of economic activities which is forthcoming, these women are 
so excited and hope it will raise their incomes. Youths on the other 
hand were so inquisitive about the whole idea as it used to involve 
just parents, but today engaging them in ecosystem restoration is not 

only an adventure but education as well. 

2. CAWI in human rights
Nine international days were commemorated with activities, articles 
and social media posts reaching out to more than 1000 persons. 
These days are celebrated to educate women and girls on their rights 
and as well empower them. One of the International days commemo-
rated was the  International Women’s Day. CAWI commemorated the 
2021 edition of Women’s Day with form 5 students (80 in number) 
of Bilingual Grammar School (BGS), Molyko. Amongst the activities 
carried out with these pupils was a debate on the topic; “Women are 
better leaders at the forefront of the COVID-19 Pandemic”. 

3. CAWI and the humanitarian crisis 
in Cameroon
With support from European Union, CAWI was able to develop a 
peace theme with the indigenes of Lebialem Division with respect to 
the Cameroon Anglophone Crisis.

In collaboration with Southwest Civil Society Organizations Network 
(SWECSON), CAWI sensitized more than 1900 persons from Lebi-
alem Division on preventive measures against COVID-19. One thou-
sand face masks, 500 hand sanitisers, 200 flyers and 200 posters 
were distributed in Fontem Health District

Sensitization at Tsopua 
with the Bororo women
Picture: Tinyu Cyprian

BGS Molyko students with 
Senior Programme Officer 
for CAWI in lemon-green

Youths in Bafou village pose for a picture 
with CEO of ERuDeF after tree planting with 
the CEO/President of ERuDeF in (face cap)
Picture: Dej Nji Hermann
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4. CAWI in conservation 
In the field of conservation, CAWI has been playing a vital role in inte-
grating women, youths and indigenous people. CAWI mainstreamed 
women and youths into conservation in Western and Eastern Camer-
oon. In Eastern Cameroon, CAWI developed a gender strategic plan 
to involve women in conservation. As a result, 250 women are active-
ly involved in sustainable economic activities including; fish farming 

and cassava transformation around the Lobeke National Park. This is 
diverting their attention from the exploitation of the park’s resources. 

In Western Cameroon, 3 women out of 6 community rangers partic-
ipated in research and biomonitoring to assess the status and distri-
bution of Cross River Gorillas and the Nigeria Cameroon Chimpan-
zees in the Tofala Hill Wildlife Sanctuary. 

5. CAWI in education 
CAWI supported students of Bilingual Grammar School (BGS) 
Molyko with school materials including books and pens. This was to 
help internally displaced students to study with ease. Students sup-
ported can now study with ease which will improve on their academic  
performance. Agbor Eunis one of the students supported. She was 
so happy for the help given to her and hopes CAWI comes again. 
“These books and pens will enable my parents to focus on my school 

Participants at 
Peace theme 
dialogue
Picture: Jingwa 
Laura 

Training of Female ranger 
on how to use a GPS 
Picture: Atembeh Lordfred 

School kids 
supported with 
facemasks 
and hand 
sanitisers

Educative COVID-19 poster 
mounted on the wall for 
public consumption
Picture: Jingwa Laura 
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fees and other needs”, Agbor Eunis said.

The best way to bridge 
the gender gap is by 
supporting the 
education of 
the girl child

Former Director 
of CAWI, Mbowoh 
Lucia (in red) donates 
schools materials to
students  
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ERuDeF University Institute of Applied Biodiversity Sciences 
(EUIABS) was initially created in 2012 as the ERuDeF Institute of 
Biodiversity and Non-profit Studies and registered under the auspic-
es of the Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training to train 
National Diploma graduates. 

In 2019, the Board of Trustees of ERuDeF resolved to transform the 
ERuDeF Institute of Biodiversity and Non-profit Studies into a uni-
versity institute. In 2021, the Ministry of Higher Education approved 
the creation of the Higher Institute of Applied Biodiversity Sciences 
(HIABS).

On the other hand, the ERuDeF Institute of Biodiversity and Non-prof-
it Studies was transformed into the Vocational Training Institute of 
Applied Biodiversity Management (VTIABM).

In partnership with the Ministry of Scientific Research and Innovation 
(MINRESI), EUIABS is also launching the Postgraduate Research 
School (PgRS) comprising of 12 Research Centers. It is a two-year 
research program leading to the award of a Certified Junior Research 
Manager. Certifications in all the 12 Research Centers are done in 
partnership with the relevant international certified Organizations. 
The Postgraduate Research Centers are:

1. The Climate Science Center
2. The Center for Peace and Conservation
3. The Center for Bio-business and Bio-trade,
4. The Language Center
5. The Center for Basic Sciences
6. The Water Science Center
7. The Rewilding Center
8. The Career Center
9. The Center for GIS and Remote Sensing
10. The Center on Philanthropy and Civil 
Society

Vocational 
Training 
Institute 
of Applied 
Biodiversity 
Management

The ERuDeF University Institute of 
Applied Biodiversity Sciences
Our Origin and Evolution

EUIABS

Postgraduate Research 
School

Research and Grants-based University
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For Post Graduate Reseachers 
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11. The Center for Environmental Filmmaking and Photography
12. The Center for Continuing Education to support executive-level 
training.

The ERuDeF University Institute of Applied Biodiversity Sciences is, 
therefore, a combination of three institutions namely

1. HIABS offers a 3-year HND Program. It follows the 4-year American 
engineering program model. It will graduate into a first degree-grant-
ing institution. HIABS shall be opening its doors in October 2022.

2. VTIABM offers a one-year diploma program to those having Bac-
calauréat (BACC) with an average pass mark (10-12 on 20). Ad-
vance Level graduates having less than 3 points shall be admitted 
into VTiABM. Graduates from VTIABM are recruited directly into 
HIABS. VTIABM shall be opening its doors in June 2022.

3. Post Graduate Research School (PgRS) is purely a business 
school with a focus on environmental management. It trains and sup-

ports Postgraduate research fellows starting from Masters Research 
Students through PhD Research Students to recent postdocs. Most 
of the Research Fellows would be on competitive fellowships sup-
porting specific research Programs of the university and ERuDeF. 
PgRS is starting in January 2022. PgRS will also receive students 
in April, July and October of each year. It shall receive only 20 Re-
search Fellows per year on a very competitive basis especially those 
having a GPA of 3 and above on 4. 

EUIABS is happy to receive its first batch of students come 2022. 

You are all welcome
on-board. 

We figured out a big gap in the training of conservation experts, 
researchers, and non-profit leaders in the Central African sub-re-
gion. It was therefore incumbent on us to create the ERuDeF Uni-
versity Institute of Applied Biodiversity Sciences to bridge this gap.

“

“

“

Louis Nkembi, Founder/President

In the next coming years, we are going to train future conservation 
leaders who will handle the ever-increasing challenges conserva-
tion is facing today. With the assistance of the government of Cam-
eroon and our partners all over the world, we are very certain we 
will achieve this dream

We provide the best learning environment and materials to enable 
our students understand to the core whatever they are learning. 
Upon graduation, our students are well equipped to work anywhere 
in the world 

Prof. Tankou Christopher, Pro-chancellor

Augustine Nyange, Rector
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Office of Science, Research and 
Technical Services
The goal of the office is to transform ERuDeF into a topmost science-based organization in terms of 
scientific publications in Cameroon, Africa and establish a biodiversity journal by 2025.
In 2021, the office of the Vice President in charge of Science, Research and Technical Services pub-
lished 6 scientific papers.The scientific papers are;
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So far, the six peer-review publications have 2475 views, 
3775 downloads and 6815 saves as of December 31st, 
2021. They have increased knowledge of the different ar-
eas of interest. They have added available literature about 

the project zones. All these will help stimulate further re-
search in the project zones and attract potential funders/
investors in the landscapes. 
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Silver Back company Ltd
The Silver Back company Ltd was set-up by ERuDeF in 2013. Its profits are used to fund some of the 
charitable projects of ERuDeF. The operations of the Social Business Division are conducted by the 
Silver Back Company (SBC) Ltd. From 2012 to 2020, SBC  has successfully implemented the follow-
ing projects in Western Cameroon which helped to improve the lives of local communities:

1. Access and Benefit-Sharing Initiative
The Access and Benefit-Sharing Initiative (ABS) project helps to facil-
itate the equitable distribution of benefits resulting from the exploita-
tion of natural resources. The ABS Initiative was launched in 2012 in 
the Lebialem Highlands of Cameroon. The project was focused on 
the management of the Echinops gigantus and the Mondia whitei 
plant species with the support of the French company, V. Mane Fils, 
SA. 

2. Lebialem Palm oil Project 
It operates four semi-hydraulic mills in Bechati, Besali, Nkong and 
Essoh Attah with the capacity of over 50,000 tons of oil a year, serv-
ing above 20,000 people

processing of Echinops 
roots in Magha village  
Picture: ERuDeF

Palm oil process-
ing unit in Essoh 
Attah fondom 
Picture: ERuDeF

Palm nuts ready  
Processing   
Picture: ERuDeF
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ERuDeF Media Division

The ERuDeF Media Division has as aim to keep the world informed with the activities of the organization 
on and offline. In 2020, the ERuDeF Media Division created the following impact:

1. Protected Areas Magazine
One of the groundbreaking achievements of the ERuDeF Media 
Division was the publication of the maiden edition of the Protected 
Areas Magazine. The Protected Areas Magazine is the first-ever 
magazine dedicated to the promotion of ecotourism in Cameroon. 
This magazine was introduced to promote ecotourism in Cameroon’s 
biodiversity hotspots, including protected Areas. Though Cameroon 
has immense eco-tourism potentials, these potentials have not been 
adequately marketed to the outside world. It dawned on us to create 
a magazine to tell the world about the ecotourism endowments of 
Cameroon.

2. ERuDeF Humanitarian News 
Introduced in 2021, the ERuDeF Humanitarian News is a week-
ly publication that seeks to bring to the fore humanitarian news in 
Cameroon. Cameroon has been engulfed by three crises: the Boko 
Haram Crisis in Northern Cameroon, The Anglophone Crisis in West-
ern Cameroon and the Seleka Rebel incursion in Eastern Camer-
oon. The Humanitarian situation in Cameroon has been further com-

pounded by the COVID-19 pandemic. The ERuDeF Humanitarian 
News reached out to about 6 million people in and out of Cameroon. 
These people are now in the know and understand the urgent need 
for humanitarian intervention in Cameroon

3. ERuDeF e-Newsletter 
The ERuDeF e-newsletter is a monthly publication that targets ER-
uDeF partners and funders, likewise the general public. This publi-
cation communicates the activities of ERuDeF throughout the year, 
through compelling articles and short videos. In 2021, we reached 
out to about 200,000 people through this publication, thereby ad-
vancing our conservation activities.

4. Black Friday Campaign 
The Black Friday campaign was introduced on the 30th of October 
2020 following the brutal murder of 8 pupils of the Mother Francisca 
School by unidentified gunmen in Kumba, Western Cameroon on the 

ERuDeF 
Humanitarian 
News

Weekly public
atio

n

If you have been receiving the ERuDeF Humanitarian Newsletter, and you do enjoy 
what we are doing, consider supporting us.

August 2021

Shuimo Trust, Commu-
nication officer with a 
copy of the Protected 
Areas Magazine
Picture: Nchianji 
Roland 
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24th of October 2020. The Black Friday Campaign seeks to mourn 
victims of the Anglophone crisis in Cameroon and call for the parties 
involved in the conflict to cease fire and pursue a lasting solution to 
the crisis. Through peace flyers we circulate on social media plat-
forms every Friday, more than 1000,000 people are now aware of 
the urgent need to end the Anglophone crisis. The Black Friday Cam-
paign has also served as the mouthpiece of those who are paying the 
ultimate prize of the escalation of the Anglophone Crisis.

5. The Green Vision Newspaper 
The Green Vision Newspaper is one of the first Cameroon environ-
mental newspaper created in 2013 dedicated entirely to environ-
mental issues. This paper was created to close the gap left by main-
stream media establishments as far as environmental reporting is 
concerned. In 2021, through our hard and soft publications, we were 
able to reach out to 2000,000 people who are now informed on key 
environmental and conservation issues like species extinction and 
restoration. We also did a series of publications to advance the rights 
of the Baka Pygmies in Eastern Cameroon

) 6.  Green Media TV: 
This television was launched in 2021. It is dedicated to telling com-
pelling environmental stories for online consumption. Through envi-
ronmental videos we produced in 2021, we were able to engage our 
online community in conservation and burning environmental issues.

The next big 
thing......
2nd edition of the 
Protected Areas 
Magazine in the 
works ..........

What are your 
expectations?
Here is how to get to us:
hq@erudef.org 
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Our achievements would not have been possible without the support of our partners and collaborators. 
Our total income for 2021 stood at 299,857,849 XAF with about 95% from grants and 5% from other 
sources.

There has been a 12% decrease in income as compared to 2020 income of 382,351,961 XAF. This 
percentage decrease is largely as a result of the withdrawal of one of our major Partner, Trees for the 
Future USA, as a result of COVID-19. The Anglophone crisis caused the suspension of some projects in 
Southwest Cameroon funded by Rain Forest Trust USA. Also, tree planting activities this year were on a 
pre-financing basis to the tune of about 50,000 euros which shall be reimbursed only in 2022.

However, we had to extend our activities to the South Eastern part of Cameroon with Funding from 
COMIFAC/GEF UNDP for community support project around the Lobeke National Park. Our expenses 
for the year stood at 264,000,000 XAF spread across four different costs centres as captured on the 
graph below:

Financial Statement
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SUPPORT US
Name: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Country: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Amount: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Purpose: .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
ERuDeF ACC No: ...............CM2 1 1000 106842343857 4200105 ....................................................................................BICEC, Buea Cameroon
Email: hq@erudef.org
For all tax deductable donations in Europe and Britain, contact the Cross River Gorilla Project, UK, Email: 
crossrivergorillaproject@gmail. com and African Conservation Foundation.
Email: info@africanconservation.org
For all tax deductable donations in North America, contact the Rainforest Trust, Virginia, USA Email: 
bryan@rainforesttrust.org or contact (800) 456-4930

You can also visit our website www.erudef.org and support us by clicking the DONATE button.

What your support can do 
USD 1 can plant one tree in one of our restoration sites
USD 50 Can provide one piglet as alternative livelihood for a hunter around 
a protected area
USD 100 can buy books for a year for an internally displaced child
USD 150 can buy a binoculars to support our field work
USD 150 can purchase a Camera trap to facilitate our conservation works
USD 200 can pay the salary of 1 of our community rangers per month.
USD 700 can buy a computer for our staff 
USD 1000 can buy a professional Camera to facilitate our field work
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Thank You 
To all our partners and supporters all over the globe, we are very grateful for your continuous support. Your support has 
helped us to continue to save the last great apes of Cameroon, restore degraded landscapes and help those who are in 
need. Considering the global health crisis which has had negative fallouts on a global scale, and considering too that we 
have remained strong regardless, we can’t thank you enough for squeezing the little you have to keep us alive and strong.

ECOSIA
Thin Green Line Foundation
COMIFAC- GEF-UNDP
World Land Trust
Trees for the Future
TreeSisters
World Agroforestry Center
Rainforest Trust
Global Environmrnt Facility
International Tree Foundation
British High Commission in Cameroon
African Conservation Foundation
UN Environment
The Net Positive Impact France
The Waterloo Foundation
Darwin Initiative
European Union
International Union for Conservation of Nature
UK Government
Cameroon Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife
Cameroon Ministry of Environment, Nature Protection and Sustainable Development
Cameroon Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
Cameron Ministry of Scientific Research and Innovation
French Fund for Global Environment
United Nations Development Programme
African Bird Club
Cross River Gorilla Project, UK
Alliance for Great Apes Conservation in Central Africa
Southwest Civil Society Organisation
Anonymous Individuals

Your support Means a lot to us
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The Year in Pictures

1

1. Group photo of ERuDef staff during the 2021 Annual Report-
ing and Planning Meeting
2. Group photo of stakeholders after the launch of the Lobeke 
Community Support Project
3. Beneficiary of Mount Bamboutos Initiative in Magha village, 
Southwest Region with his children admiring one of their sur-
viving trees
4.President/CEO of ERuDeF, Louis Nkembi launching Tree 
planting on the Mount Bamboutos Landscape
5.Njingo Thomas, ERuDeF longest serving staff (in suit), deco-
rated with labour medal for his hardwork and dedication
6 Inhabitants of  Bafou village, West Region pose for a picture 
after taking part in tree planting

Key 

4
3

2

5

6
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People and Leadership
Registered as Environment and Rural Development Foundation

N0: 018/G41/67/VOL.1/BAPP/1AP
A non-profit organization registered in Cameroon

President and Chief Executive Officer: Louis Nkembi 
Partron: Hon.Prof. Michael Ndobegang

Board of Trustees

Louis Nkembi: President/Chief Executive Officer 
Steven Tanya: Senior Vice President, Programs and Operations
Dr. Steven Fornin: Vice President, Finance and Internal Control 
Emmanuel Nchamukong: Vice President, Strategy, Partnerships and Sustainability
Dr. Jetro Nkengafac: Vice President, Science and Research and Technical Services
Lucia Mbowoh: Vice President, Women and Gender and Humanitarian Services
Prof. Tankou: Vice President, Training and Education 

Global Technical Advisory Board 
Eric Akemnda: Chair
Lawrence Fonjie: 1st Vice Chair
Lawrence Njuzi :  2nd Vice Chair
Martina Zinkeng (Ph.D): Secretary
Michael Fonjia: Vice Secretary
Mary Mbunya: Treasurer
Tambo Mafor: Legal Adviser
Justice Fonkwe: Honorary Counsel
Rev. Brother Linus Tangu: Honorary Treasurer 
Chief Fotcha: Ex Officio member
Prof. Stephen EBD Formio: EX Officio member
Lucia Mbowoh: Women Representative
Louis Nkembi: President/CEO

Arend de Haas: Chair, Global Technical Advisory Committee
Dr. John Michael Daniels: Chair of Cross River Gorilla Project, UK
Meredith Thompson: Member, US 
Dr Pouakouyou Daniel: Member Global Technical Advisory Committee
Dr Sebastien Laernart: Member Global Technical Advisory Committee
Olivier Behra : Founder, the Net Positive Impact Project, France 
Dr. Daniel Pouakouyou: UN REDD+, Kenya 

Executive Committee

Senior Programmes Management Team

Science and Research Committee

 
Ndi Magdalene:  Chief of Staff
Ojong Loveline: Chief of Programmes and Quality Management
Tenjem Vivian:  Chief Finance Officer
Ewi Paul: Chief Partnerships Officer 
Nja Beltin:  Regional Manager, Eastern Cameroon Biodiversity Initiative 
Asabaimbi Deh Nji: Senior Program Officer for Forestry and Coordinator for MBI
Tengem Adeline: Acting Senior Program Officer for Agriculture
Shey Aloysius: Senior Consultant, University Institute
Jingwa Laura: Senior Program Officer, ERuDeF Centre for the Advancement of Women’s 
Initiatives

Dr. Jetro Nkengafac: Chair
Prof. Tankou Christopher: Member 
Dr. Hodu Fobe: Member 
Dr. Njimuwe Samson: Member 

Administrative Offices

ERuDeF University Institute 
Head Office

Eastern Cameroon Regional Office

Western Cameroon

Social Business Division 

Head Office 
Civil Society Building,
NGO Street
Co-Cathedral Road, 
Check-Point, Molyko,
Buea, Southwest, 
Cameroon
P.O Box 189 Buea 

Head Office 
Civil Society Building,
NGO Street
Co-Cathedral Road, 
Check-Point, Molyko,
Buea, Southwest, 
Cameroon
P.O Box 189 Buea 

Regional Office,
Dschang
P.O BOX 370, 

Silver Back Company Ltd 
Civil Society Building,
NGO Street,
Co-Cathedral Road, 
Check-Point, Molyko,
Buea, Southwest Cameroon 
P.O Box 189 Buea 

Goodwill Ambassador
Senator Fon Lekunze Andreas Nembo 

Bertoua
PMB, Bertoua
Eastern Cameroon

Patron
Hon. Prof. Michael Ndobegang
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$

Donate

Fundraiise 
with us 

Become 
our Partner 

Volunteer 
with us  

Sign up 
for our
e-newsletter 

Collaborate 
with 

Follow us on 
social media 

Thank you 

Be our
 Ambassador 

Register in our 
university

ERuDeF

@erudefcam

erudef_cam

ERuDeF Communication

Shuimo Trust: Editor in-chief /layout & design 
Esong Lionel: Contributor 
Ewi Paul: Contributor
Ndi Magdalene: Contributor
Nkeng Emerda: Contributor
Nkemtendong Agnes: Contributor 
Mfonkwet Younchahou: Cartographer /Technical Contributor
Nja Beltin: Technical Contributor 
Deh Nji Hermann: Assistant Coordinator/ Technical Contributor
Tenjem Vivian: General Coordinaton
Louis Nkembi: Publisher   

Meet the Team


